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EVIDENCE BASED INVESTING
Direct Participation Real Estate: Growth, Income, and Wealth Preservation
The popular media aim to influence our investing decisions. They broadcast a virtual financial circus underwritten by sales-driven investment and 
insurance companies. Hype, exaggerations, contradictions, and conflicts of interest leave investors the task of distinguishing noise from substance. 
The media’s pitch concerns paper assets like stocks, bonds, REITs, and mutual funds. 

Although discerning investors can use heavily marketed paper assets to help serve their interests, physical real estate presents a responsible 
alternative. In their search for better investments, more and more people are turning to real estate. In fact, it has become so compelling we now refer 
to it as a Modern Traditional Investment. Direct Participation Real Estate (DPRE) offers an asset class with income, growth, and wealth preservation 
potential for many accredited investors. 

Because DPRE does not get the media exposure of paper assets, we believe thoughtful and purposeful investors need to hear the DPRE story. We 
start the story with trends and economic factors. These are the facts that bear on sound investment decisions. From there, our story introduces DPRE’s 
unique characteristics. When it’s all over, you’ll see how DPRE is not merely a faceless source of cash flows. Rather, it is a living, responsible participant 
in a local community of families, neighbors, residents, consumers, and workers.

Trends and economic factors can help investors identify investment
opportunities. Many select areas in the U.S. are experiencing a

confluence of trends with positive DPRE results. 

Trends With Benefits™ 
THE DATA CENTER SECTOR OF THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY 

Historic Market and New Directions 
1.  The United States Data Center sector of the real estate market had a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 9% between 2016 and 2020. 
The sector’s growth rate is foretasted to surge to 40% per year from now through 2030. However, many research analysts expect even this to be an 
underestimate for some of the years given the growing penetration of Internet-of-Things (IoT) and 5G in key markets such as North America and Asia. 

2.  These same analysts report that while the demand is skyrocketing, the supply of new and/or upgraded data center square footage continues to 
lag behind. In fact, research shows that supply is continuing to lose ground with only about 13% new supply being added annually.

3.  Data centers are filled with server cabinets that store data and run software applications. These servers are supported with an expensive cooling, 
networking, power, security, and cabinetry infrastructure. Most modern data centers offer the infrastructure redundancy required to deliver a 100% 
uptime Service-Level Agreement (SLA) in an environment that allows customers to easily and cost effectively scale up or down.

4.  Today’s multi-tenant data centers are also a vendor-neutral network exchange hub where customers have access to numerous network providers. 
This gives customers a gateway to the national and international computing ecosystem and the ability to implement Hybrid Cloud or other 
sophisticated networking solutions.

5.  There are two major era changes that should be supported by serious data center vendors. First, edge computing where new technologies are 
needed to support applications that must be located close to the data source and/or users. And second, high-density supercomputing applications 
that require special cooling environments.

6.  Most businesses cannot afford the equipment needed to build and maintain a scalable, on-site data center with a large networking hub that 
operates at a 100% uptime SLA. Thus, going to a multi-tenant data center means they are sharing the expensive infrastructure needed for future 
computing applications as well as cost-effective scalability and technology migration. 
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Data Center Usage
There are four forms of data center usage.
1.  Co-location - Where customers provide their own servers and applications and manage those servers with their own personnel.

2.  Public Cloud - Where the servers are provided and the customer rents these servers, loads and manages their applications on them with their 
own personnel.

3.  Dedicated Cloud - Where the servers run a specific application and customers license use of the application. Examples include Google, Microsoft, 
Apple, and Salesforce (the pioneer of this form of data center usage).

4.  Private Cloud - Similar to the public cloud except that a specific and defined set of servers is dedicated to one customer.

Looking Forward

As previously referenced, market research analysts show an enormous pent-up demand for data centers and forecast 40% annual growth through 
the end of the decade. Even more conservative market research firms such as Technavio and MarketsandMarketsTM forecast the data center sector 
of the real estate market to grow at a rate between 26% to 34% through the end of the decade. Regardless of the exact percentage, virtually every 
analyst expects the U.S. to be the market growth leader.

Over the past few years, a new era of technology called “Edge Computing” has emerged. This brought forth a fast-growing set of new applications 
and a number of existing applications that would have unacceptable performance if they were hosted in distant data centers. This occurs when the 
data is too large to be moved quickly or because the application software response time would be too slow. Edge Computing means the servers 
must be geographically close (most efficient and reliable within a 100-mile radius) to the user and/or data source. They must be on the “edge” of the 
networked computing ecosystem. 

New Applications Include: 
 •  Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications for increased security;

 •  AI applications for higher efficiency;

 •  Interactive on-line and virtual reality forms of education;

 •  Healthcare – genetically matched treatments and advanced research;

 •  Web3 - Blockchain, NFT, and Crypto technologies;

 •  Aviation - growing use of drone data for farming, mining and other industries.

 •  Entertainment – cloud gaming and most streaming applications; and

 •  Support and use of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices.

  - Business Devices – smart factory equipment, wireless inventory trackers, ultra-high-speed wireless Internet, biometric    
  cybersecurity scanners.

  - Household Devices – smart appliances, smart home security systems, wearable health monitors, ultra-high-speed wireless   
  Internet.
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The Real Estate in DPRE
Types of Real Estate
Any commercial property can serve as a DPRE investment. However, we believe new technologies and 
increased regulations favor the growth and income potential of:

• Hybrid Edge Data Centers

In our opinion, the “sweet spot”  for data center real estate falls between Tier II and Tier IV equivalent 
facilities. Lower tier properties face security and reliability issues. Higher tier properties can overcome 
the lack of security and reliability, but their high-cost and limited availability eliminate them as a feasible 
option for most organizations. 

This logical choice is affordable, secure, and reliable, which serves most companies and users better 
than the alternatives. For the majority of under served markets, we believe this Tier III equivalent 
property range presents greater opportunities for better risk-adjusted returns.

   

DPRE investments are hard assets and not just paper assets or a “blind pool” 
fund like a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT), which may invest in everything 

from mortgage-backed securities (MBS) to real estate brokerage firms. 
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REIT investors 
own shares in a 
company. REIT 

investors DO NOT 
own any real estate. 
DPRE investors own 

actual real estate.

“First and foremost, 
people need to 
understand the 

difference between 
owning real estate 
and owning shares 

in a REIT, or they’ll 
never fully grasp it.”

- Dale Creed Francis
Co-founder &

Managing Partner,
Vincent Companies

“Connected devices. Sprawling networks. Massive amounts of data. 
In a nutshell, that’s the ever-expanding Internet-of-Things ecosystem.” 

– Larry Ingwersen, Lead Technology Advisor, Vincent Edge Data Centers



DPRE & Investment Facts

• DPRE enables precise allocation to specific properties investors can visit and evaluate themselves. Investors cannot do that with conventional 
real estate exposure through real estate investment trusts (REITs) or mutual funds.

• DPRE is not a REIT. 

o DPRE is modeled after direct asset ownership. REITs are modeled after mutual funds. 
o DPRE investors decide which specific properties serve their interests best. REIT fund managers make all investment decisions. 
o DPRE investors own actual real estate. REIT investors own shares in a company. REIT investors DO NOT own any real estate. 
o DPRE values are non-correlated with the stock market. REIT share values have a high correlation with stock market. 
o DPRE investors can share in the tax benefits of depreciation. REIT investors DO NOT.

• Because changes in DPRE investment values are not correlated with changes in prices of stocks, bonds, and other asset classes, DPRE 
investments can improve portfolio diversification.

• DPRE investments can be held in a Retirement Account. 

Investors resolve the return-risk paradox with risk-management methods including:

• Due diligence – Industry jargon for researching prospective investments. The idea behind due diligence lies in rejecting hype like advertising 
and chatter at the office water cooler in favor of data about potential returns, risks, and costs.

• Asset allocation – The solution to the “don’t put all your eggs in one basket” adage. Despite the best due diligence, unexpected things happen. 
Asset allocation helps to protect investment portfolios from insolvencies and protracted slowdowns in the investment issuers’ businesses. These 
circumstances can lead to total losses or recoveries of only cents on the dollar. Broad allocation diminishes the impact these losses take from 
total portfolio performance. Asset allocation can also address investor preferences like:

o the regularity of income from positive rental cash flow and preferred interest;
o average portfolio risk;
o rejection of certain industries (e.g., tobacco) and favor of certain practices (e.g., socially responsible).

• Diversification - Many people think broad allocation and diversification are the same. They are not. They address two different kinds of risk and 
the methods are different. These differences matter to people:

o Allocation mainly addresses the threat imposed by insolvencies and business slowdowns.
o Diversification mainly addresses the threat imposed by price volatility.
o Investors allocate by selecting investments from different geographical regions and industries. The process includes selection of 

investments with different risk levels, cash flows, and expected returns. 
o Investors diversify by selecting investments whose returns don’t always change in the same direction at the same time. This is 

the correlation concept. They expect to meet or exceed the standard over long periods, not necessarily over short periods. By 
accepting this viewpoint, investors can quell short-term portfolio volatility by selecting low or non-correlated investments, which 
move independent of one another.

Allocation and diversification coexist. Their reconciliation spawns the idea of “thoughtful allocation.” In the process of selecting investments, 
thoughtful allocation means investors choose investments from different regions, asset classes, and industries which also have little or no 
correlation to each other. 

We believe DPRE investments in hybrid edge data center real estate can provide investors with a thoughtful allocation process and objectives. This 
is especially true for DPRE investment properties in the Tier 3 equivalent “sweet spot” range because they are more economical, secure, and reliable, 
thus serving most companies and users better than the alternatives.  
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DPRE Return & Risk Factors
All investments present potential for return and risk.  While considering DPRE investments for your portfolio, you should apply due diligence to 
evaluate factors bearing on whether DPRE can serve your investment objectives and goals. The next several paragraphs can help you organize the 
most important factors that ultimately bear on DPRE return and risk.

Passive vs. Active Real Estate Investing

The media and especially television programs have popularized active real estate investing. They portray fix-and-flip projects – everything from 
demolition to renovation to decorating – with a glamorous aura. Their abbreviated and often speculative revenue and income projections add the 
prospect for profit, even though fix-and-flip profits have recently declined in the U.S.  Glamorized fix-and-flip television programs do not air the 
disappointments many fixers and flippers endure when their projects result in losses beyond the amount of their investment.

Indeed, active real estate investing – from DIY fix-and-flip to commercial and residential ownership with hired managers and laborers – can yield 
profits. The active real estate winners are people with special skills, tools & equipment, and networking that aids efficient operations. Moreover, a 
choice favoring active real estate investment means a choice about how you spend your time and allocate your talents.

Most prospective real estate investors can’t justify the time & talent commitment to active investing. The potentially more profitable, more defensible 
alternative is passive investing. Passive investors: 

• don’t need to wear a dust mask or wield a hammer. 

• don’t assume risk beyond the invested amount.

• benefit from the professional skills of full-time real estate professionals including lawyers, accountants, commercial real estate lenders and 
brokers, and contractors. These professionals deliver services through a syndication, an LLC, a limited partnership or other legal entity designed 
for the purpose of investing in commercial real estate. 

• perform due diligence by gathering and analyzing facts related to specific commercial properties and the history of the sponsor using verifiable 
and readily available sources. 

Primary Barriers to Successful Investing: Insolvency, Volatility, Inflation, Taxes

Asset allocation addresses the “don’t put all your eggs in one basket” adage; it works to reduce the 
impact of insolvencies and protracted business slowdowns. Diversification reduces price volatility. 

Inflation diminishes purchasing power regardless of other economic events.

The best measure of potential DPRE insolvency is probably mortgage delinquency for commercial and multifamily properties. 

Sponsors borrow money to fund real estate projects for the same reason homeowners borrow money to buy homes. The important thing prospective 
DPRE investors should know concerns their liability for the mortgage and the liability the sponsor assumes:

• Investors assume NO responsibility for the mortgage.

• Sponsors assume ALL mortgage responsibilities.

This fact should encourage prospective DPRE investors. It also reminds prospective DPRE investors of their due diligence obligation to investigate the 
creditworthiness of the sponsor.

Except during extraordinary economic shocks and contractions like the Great Recession of the last decade, commercial mortgage delinquencies 
are rare. As a way of putting commercial delinquencies in perspective, the graph titled “10 Years of Mortgage Delinquency” compares delinquencies 
of commercial and single-family residential mortgages from before the peak delinquencies in the aftermath of the Great Recession to October 
2018. Without exception, single-family delinquencies far exceeded commercial real estate delinquencies during this volatile time. In October 2018, 
commercial delinquency was 0.70%, an all-time low since the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis started collecting data in 1991. 
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The Mortgage Banker’s Association (MBA), another organization that monitors delinquencies, also reports 
record low commercial real estate mortgage delinquencies. 

Another main source of risk is market price volatility. Investors can add stability by thoughtfully allocating 
investments to non-correlated or low-correlated assets.  They select assets with capacity to “re-price” 
(detailed below). 

Low Correlations: During the Great Recession of the last decade, correlations of paper assets including 
stocks and REITs rose dramatically. Even though the correlation between bonds and stocks is normally 
near zero, the rush to shed the financial risk of paper assets led to an extraordinary increase in the bond-
stock correlation. This outcome has a logical explanation: Markets assumed panic mode.  Institutions and 
individuals wanted to limit losses by selling and holding cash in interest-bearing securities like money 
market funds and U.S. Treasury issues. The flight to safety got so frantic, short-maturity U.S. Treasury bills 
sold for zero before-inflation yields. In other words, investors preferred investments with a negative real 
(after-inflation) return more than other investments with potential for future losses. 

In our opinion, DPRE investments can mitigate portfolio volatility 
in future economic crises better than paper assets because DPRE 

returns are non-correlated with paper asset returns. 

The non-correlated nature of DPRE investment returns and the fundamental difference from paper 
assets has a common-sense explanation: Stock values, for example, change depending on the market’s 
perception of the future cash flows their issuers produce. In the case of bond values, an unusually deep 
recession can threaten issuers’ ability to repay interest and principal. 

Recessions play into the hand of DPRE investors because consumers and businesses typically make sure 
they pay rent before they spend money on most other goods and services. 

Data Center DPRE investments can also mitigate portfolio volatility because of their powerful re-pricing 
capacity. The re-pricing idea is also seen in bond investing. It works with bonds in two ways. First, bond 
owners can time the maturity of their bonds to create a “bond ladder.” The idea is to arrange sequential 
bond maturities like rungs on a ladder. This structure protects the bond portfolio from excessive price 
volatility because as bonds mature, the portfolio can purchase new bonds priced according to the current 
market at the time of maturity.

Re-pricing works in Data Center DPRE because of automatic lease escalations and renter turnover. On one 
hand DPRE investors seek low turnover. On the other hand, some turnover is inevitable. Lease agreements 
usually specify a term. Because renters enter their agreements at different times, contracts start and mature 
in a sequential way like bond ladder maturities. Each year provides an automatic rent increase and each 
turnover presents the opportunity to reprice the rent according to the current market at the time of the 
new lease agreement. 

Inflation might be the greatest threat to investors and everybody else. It’s so important, the far-reaching 
Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve guides its work largely to keep inflation in check. 

Real estate offers well-known inflation protection. Part of the benefit comes from its re-pricing capacity. 
With turnover, rents can increase to stay current with inflation. Another benefit comes from real estate’s 
insensitivity to rising interest rates, which correspond with inflation. J.P. Morgan’s study titled, “Real Estate: 
Alternative No More” illustrated how bond yields declined as markets responded to inflation by increasing 
interest rates. Meanwhile, the real estate-equivalent to bond yields, the capitalization rate, showed no 
relationship to interest rate changes and inflation. The study reveals how, even though rising interest rates 
can put downward pressure on real estate values, inflation-linked income effectively offsets the decline.
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Taxes
After inflation, taxes probably have the greatest potential to limit growth, income, and wealth preservation. We 
strongly encourage prospective DPRE investors to consult a tax advisor because DPRE investments can offer 
significant tax benefits. Some investors can benefit by holding DPRE investments inside a tax-sheltered account 
like an IRA. Other investors can benefit from DPRE’s special cash flow and exchange properties:

• Expenses associated with direct real estate ownership pass through to investors. These expenses can offset 
current tax liabilities created from income and capital gains. The expenses include depreciation, mortgage 
interest, and operating costs. 

o Depreciation applies only to the building and contents, not land.
o Tax law also has a provision for accelerating depreciation, enabling faster depreciation 

for building contents.  

• Occasionally investors can benefit by swapping one DPRE investment with another. The swap is called 
a “1031 exchange,” named after the Internal Revenue Code provided in Section 1031. If the exchange 
satisfies Section 1031 criteria, investors can sell a real estate position and purchase a similar property and 
defer a tax on a gain from the sale until the last property is sold or until the investor dies. 

EDGE COMPUTING EXPLAINED 
Edge computing optimizes internet devices and web applications by bringing 
computing closer to the source of the data. This minimizes the need for long distance 
communications between client and server, which reduces latency and bandwidth usage. 

Traditional Edge Applications include:

 •  Commercial Printing;

 •  Small Batch Manufacturing;

 •  Automated Farming;

 •  Graphics Design; and

 •  Deep analysis stock trading.

Most businesses currently have existing applications that are home-grown or personalized. These application 
servers need to be a short drive from the technical staff.

Future Applications currently in Pilot Program form include: 

 •  Transport & Logistics - Autonomous/Smart Vehicles;

 •  Agriculture & Forestry - Autonomous Farming, Ranching, Logging Equipment; and

 •  Aerial & Space - Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and Smart Drone Services.

This is driving the need for smaller, 100% SLA edge data centers to support these applications for rural or 
smaller communities. Edge Computing is often viewed as a form of distributed computing because most users 
will need a combination of edge computing and public/dedicated cloud solutions. It is this integration of Cloud 
and Edge computing that further empowers the delivery of edge computing technologies from full capability 
data centers placed on the edge.

After inflation, 
taxes probably 

have the 
greatest 

potential to 
limit growth, 

income, 
and wealth 

preservation.
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VINCENT COMPANIES TAKES A LEADERSHIP POSITION IN THE MARKET

Vincent Edge Data Centers provide several differentiating factors:

1.  Focused on under served smaller cities and rural communities (a much larger opportunity);

2.  Provide 100% SLA solutions in smaller, state-of-the-art data centers well-fitted to the target market;

3.  Ability to support existing, new, and pilot edge applications;

4.  Advanced, more cost-effective cooling solutions (including liquid cooling) for high density or supercomputer applications;

5.  Local co-location solutions;

6.  Local private cloud solutions;

7.  Local public cloud solutions as required; and 

8.  Ability to deliver hybrid cloud distributed solutions (the combination of edge and public/dedicated cloud solutions) to smaller community customers.

THE EDGE AND THE CLOUD COEXIST

The emergence and proliferation of IoT devices, artificial intelligence, autonomous farming, smart homes and cities, self-driving vehicles, blockchain 
technology, automated manufacturing, interactive education and the likes opened the floodgates for a new era of computing. Many of these new 
technologies such as smart appliances and in-hospital patient monitoring, brought in so much more data that even the seemingly boundless 
computing capabilities of the cloud were not enough to maintain timely results. This new era of computing is now known as - Edge Computing.

In this booklet, we will explain:

 •  What edge computing is;

 •  The most prominent examples of edge computing; and

 •  Benefits and challenges of implementing edge computing applications. 

WHAT IS EDGE COMPUTING? 

“Edge Computing” is a type of distributed architecture in which data storage and processing occurs geographically close to the source of data and 
to the user of the data, i.e., at the “edge” of the networked computing ecosystem. This approach reduces the need to bounce data back and forth 
between the cloud and data user while maintaining consistent performance.

With regards to infrastructure, edge computing is a network of local data centers used to store and process edge computing data. 

The term “edge” originates from network diagrams. In it, “edge” is a point at which traffic comes in and goes out of the computing ecosystem. Since its 
location is at the edge of the diagram - its name reflects this fact.

Edge computing is enabled by a wide range of new technologies such as easy-to-build AI software (enables local user-specific applications), software 
defined networking, high-performance local area networks & more. 

Edge computing solutions are the fastest growing sector of the market. 

THE UNDER SERVED EDGE --- Unfortunately, nearly all data centers supporting edge computing technology are located in the largest metropolitan 
areas and they only support edge solutions in those metro areas.

While in desperate need, there are very few high-quality, edge computing data centers in smaller communities. Those that do exist are usually part 
of a pilot usage such as autonomous farming or smart vehicles. Most edge computing solutions being deployed in smaller communities are done 
by placing solutions in-device (i.e. in smart phones) or on-premise (i.e. with servers in a data closet at the business site) solutions. Thus, smaller 
communities remain significantly under served, with no local high-quality data centers that can support and deliver edge computing solutions. We 
believe this creates an extraordinary opportunity as it makes up the majority of the future growth potential.
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EDGE COMPUTING VS. CLOUD COMPUTING: WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

Edge computing is basically an expansion of cloud computing architecture – an optimized solution for decentralized infrastructure. The main 
difference between cloud and edge computing is in the mode of infrastructure.

 •  Cloud is centralized.

 •  Edge is decentralized.

The primary purpose of the edge computing framework is to be an efficient workaround for the high workload data processing and transmissions 
that are prone to cause significant system bottlenecks.

 •  Since applications and data are closer to the source, the turnaround is quicker, and the system performance is better.

The critical requirement for the implementation of edge computing data processing is the time-sensitivity of data. 

Here is what it means:

 •  When specific data is required for the proper functioning of the device (i.e. self-driving cars and drones); and

 •  When information stream is a requirement for proper data analysis and related activities (i.e. virtual assistants and wearable IoT devices).

The time-sensitivity factor has formed two significant approaches to edge computing:

 •  Point of origin processing - when data processing happens within the IoT device itself (i.e. self-driving cars and autonomous   
 farming); and

 •  Intermediary server processing - when data processing is going through a nearby local server (i.e. virtual assistants).

Additionally, there is “non-time-sensitive” data required for all sorts of data analysis and storage that can be sent straight to the cloud, like any other 
type of data. The intermediary server method is also used for remote/branch office configurations when the target user base is geographically diverse 
(i.e. multiple locations).

 •  In this case, the intermediary server replicates cloud services on the spot, and thus keeps performance consistent and    
maintains the high performance of the data processing sequence.

WHY EDGE COMPUTING MATTERS?

There are several key reasons for the rapidly growing adoption of edge computing:

 •  The increasing use of mobile computing and IoT devices. 

 •  The decreasing cost of hardware.

 •  IoT devices require a high response time and considerable bandwidth for proper operation.

 •  Cloud computing is centralized. Transmitting and processing massive quantities of raw data puts a significant load on the    
 network’s bandwidth.

 •  In addition to this, the constant movement of large quantities of data back and forth is beyond reasonable cost-effectiveness.

 •  On the other hand, processing data on the spot, and then sending valuable data to the center, is a far more efficient solution.
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BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF EDGE COMPUTING
BENEFITS PROVIDED BY VINCENT EDGE DATA CENTERS

The benefits of edge computing form five specific categories:

1.  Speed - edge computing allows processing data on the spot or at a local data center, thus reducing latency. As a result, data processing is faster 
than it would be when the data is ping-ponged to the cloud and back.

2.  Security - There is a fair share of concerns regarding the security of IoT. However, there is an upside too. The fact is, standard cloud architecture is 
centralized. This feature makes it vulnerable for distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks and other troubles. At the same time, edge computing 
spreads storage, processing, and related applications on devices and local data centers. This layout neutralizes the disruption of the whole network.

3.  Scalability - a combination of local data centers and dedicated devices can expand computational resources and enable more consistent 
performance. At the same time, this expansion does not strain the bandwidth of the central network.

4.  Versatility - edge computing enables the gathering of vast amounts of diverse valuable data. Edge computing handles raw data and allows the 
device service. Furthermore, the central network can receive data already prepared for further machine learning or data analysis.

5.  Reliability - with the operation proceedings occurring close to the user, the system is less dependent on the state of the central network.

Without question, edge computing brings much-needed efficiency to IoT data processing. This aspect helps to maintain its timely and consistent 
performance. However, as with any significant improvement comes a few challenging issues.

CHALLENGES SOLVED BY VINCENT EDGE DATA CENTERS

Overall, five key challenges come with the implementation of edge computing applications:

1.  Network bandwidth - the traditional resource allocation format provides higher bandwidth for data centers, while endpoints receive the lower 
end. With the implementation of edge computing, these dynamics shift drastically as edge data processing requires significant bandwidth for proper 
workflow. The challenge is to maintain the balance between the two while maintaining high performance.
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2.  Geo-location - edge computing increases the role of the area in the data processing. To maintain proper workload and deliver consistent results, 
companies need to have a presence in local, state-of-the-art data centers.

3.  Security - Centralized cloud infrastructure enables unified security protocols. On the contrary, edge computing requires enforcing these protocols 
for remote servers, while security footprint and traffic patterns are more difficult to analyze.

4.  Data Loss Protection and Backups - Centralized cloud infrastructure allows the integration of a system-wide data loss protection system. The 
decentralized infrastructure of edge computing requires additional monitoring and management systems to handle data from the edge.

5.  Edge computing framework - Requires a different approach to data storage and access management. While centralized infrastructure allows 
unified rules, in the case of edge computing, you need to carefully monitor every “edge” point.

NOW WHAT?
At a time when new technology and regulatory changes present extraordinary potential, DPRE investments offer a way to passively participate in 
assets with a history of:

• Non-correlation with other asset classes

• Growth, income, and wealth preservation including potential returns far exceeding inflation

• Risk management 

• Tax benefits

• Meaningful participation in the lives of people in local communities

DPRE presents an opportunity for investors burdened with paper asset portfolios to lighten the load. 

Vincent Edge Data Centers is a fully integrated real estate division
of Vincent Companies.  Vincent Real Estate acquires and develops 

hybrid edge data centers in under served markets. 

For investors considering whether DPRE might serve their goals and objectives, we apply a brief qualifying process. Part of that process determines 
whether investors are accredited. These are the criteria for accredited investors for individuals and couples according to the Securities & Exchange 
Commission (SEC) in Rule 501 of Regulation D:

• At least $200 thousand in gross income for the past two years, $300 thousand for a couple, and the expectation you’ll earn at this level in the 
current year; or

• Net worth exceeding $1 million for an individual or couple; or

• General partners, executive officers, and directors of issuers of unregistered securities.

The SEC insists on these standards mainly because DPRE investments are not regulated in the same way as paper assets. The SEC expects accredited 
investors have the resources, experience, or knowledge to perform due diligence.

Vincent Edge Data Centers operates VincentDataCenters.com, an informative website you can use to learn more about DPRE and the Vincent 
Companies. Request a 15-minute confidential phone call which can reveal whether DPRE could indeed serve your investment objectives and goals.
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IN CONCLUSION

The adoption of cloud computing brought data analytics to a new level. The interconnectivity of the cloud enabled a more thorough approach to 
capturing and analyzing data. 

With edge computing, things have become even more efficient. As a result, the quality of business operations has improved, however rural and 
smaller communities are not well supported. 

Edge computing is a viable solution for data-driven operations that require lightning-fast results and a higher level of flexibility.

Disclaimers: This brochure is confidential and may not be duplicated, redistributed or forwarded in whole or in part by any means to any other person. The material herein is for informational 
purposes only, may be revised without notice, is not intended as a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any investment and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 
to purchase any investment product.  Each potential investor should read the investment’s Private Placement Memorandum in its entirety and carefully consider the risks and disclosures set out therein 
before making an investment decision. Investors should ensure they have sufficient information to ascertain the legal, financial, tax and regulatory consequences of any investments they consider. 
Past performance does not guarantee future performance. All investments involve risks, including possible loss of principal. Accredited Investors Only
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